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Let
A :=\11 01+ , B :=\10 11+ ,
and for n # N, let 8(n) be the number of matrices C which are products of A’s and
B ’s where both A and B must occur, such that the trace tr(C)=n. It has been
conjectured that
8(n)t
12
?2
n log n, n  .
This conjecture is disproved by showing that
,(n) :=
8(n)
n log n
, n2,
has an absolutely continuous limit distribution with respect to the Lebesque
measure.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: almost periodic functions; limit distribution; class numbers; Farey
fractions; spin chain.
1. INTRODUCTION
Number theoretic methods can sometimes be applied to problems in
theoretical physics. On the other hand number theory sometimes gets back
interesting problems for investigation. The problem in this paper resulted
from such an interaction. Let
A :=\11
0
1+ , B :=\
1
0
1
1+ ,
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and for n # N, let 8(n) be the number of matrices C which are products of
A’s and B’s where both A and B must occur, such that the trace tr(C)=n.
It has been conjectured in [7] that
8(n)tn log n, n  . (1.1)
As a first result about 8(n) it was proved in [6] that
:
nx
8(n)=
6
?2
x2 log x+O(x2 log log x), x  .
Hence conjecture (1.1) had to be modified to
8(n)t
12
?2
n log n, n  . (1.2)
Define
,(n) :=
8(n)
n log n
, n2.
The main result of this paper is
Theorem 1.1. The arithmetical function , has a smooth limit distribu-
tion, i.e., there is some $ # C (0, ) & L1 (0, ) with $0, 0 $(t) dt=1,
such that for 0<a<b<,
lim
x  
1
x
|[nx | ,(n) # (a, b]]|=|
b
a
$(t) dt.
Since according to this theorem the limit distribution of , is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesque measure, (1.2) cannot hold, and
at the same time it is replaced by a positive statement.
The essential part of the proof is to show that , is limit periodic. For
f : N  C, define
& f &1 :=lim sup
x  
1
x
:
nx
| f (n)| # [0, ].
The function f is called 1-limit-periodic if for every =>0 there is a periodic
function g such that & f& g&1=. The complex vector space of all 1-limit-
periodic functions becomes a Banach space with norm & }&1 if functions
f1 , f2 with & f1& f2&1=0 are identified.
Theorem 1.2. The arithmetical function , is 1-limit-periodic.
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For the theory of almost periodic arithmetical functions, see [11], where
chiefly additive and multiplicative functions are investigated. Theorem 1.2
gives an example of arithmetical interest which is neither additive nor
multiplicative.
The first step in the proof is taken from [6]. It is a reduction of 8(n)
to a sum involving class numbers. For a discriminant 2>0 which is not a
perfect square let h(2) be the number of equivalence classes in the narrow
sense of primitive binary quadratic forms with discriminant 2. Let =2 be the
fundamental unit belonging to Pell’s equation u2&2v2=4. Let k # N.
Define
\k (n) :=\log nn +
k
:
2>0 : tr(=2)=n
h(2)k, n # N,
where tr(=2)=u if =2=(u+v - 2)2. The principle that works for
Theorem 1.2 can also be used to prove
Theorem 1.3. The arithmetical function \k is 1-limit-periodic and has a
smooth limit distribution.
Limit distributions of class numbers which are ordered according to the
size of the corresponding discriminant have long been investigated, see [3]
and [12]. Theorem 1.3 falls in this direction but here the class numbers are
ordered according to the size of the corresponding fundamental unit. As a
consequence the regulators log =2 do not appear.
A variant of the method in this paper has already been applied in [9].
Another number theoretic problem of physical interest in which almost
periodic functionsalbeit on the real lineplay a crucial role can be found
in [1] and [2].
The letter = will always denote an arbitrary positive real.
2. REDUCTION TO CLASS NUMBERS
In this section ,(n) is approximated in terms of the much simpler
function
;(n) := :
2, v1 : n2&4=2v2
1
v
L(1, /2), n2.
Here
L(s, /2) := :
n1
/2 (n)
ns
denotes the Dirichlet L-function associated to the Jacobi character /2 .
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Lemma 2.1. The functions , and (12?2) ; coincide with respect to the
1-norm, i.e.,
",&12?2 ;"1 =0.
Proof. Essentially, this is a rewriting of some of the proofs in [6].
Therefore only the main steps with appropriate references are given.
First counting of matrices Ba1Aa2 } } } Aa2m and Ba1Aa2 } } } Ba2m+1 is reduced
to counting periodic continued fractions |=[a1 , ..., a2m ] with certain mul-
tiplicities. The traces of the matrices are expressed as the traces of certain
units in the real quadratic field Q(|) ([6], Theorem 4.1 and Eq. (4.1.)).
Next the multiplicities are approximated by sums of values of certain multi-
plicative functions ([6], Propositions 4.10 and 4.11). Thus the standard
techniques for mean values of multiplicative functions allow the multi-
plicities to be approximated in terms of L(1, /2) and L$(1, /2) ([6],
Proposition 4.12). Finally the reasoning in the proof of Proposition 4.13 of
[6] and of Theorem 3.1 of [10] yields the estimate
:
nx
|R1 (n)|<<x2 log log x (2.1)
for the remainder
R1 (n) :=8(n)&
12
?2
:
2, k1 : tr(=k2)=n
(h(2) log =2 log - 2+- 2 L$(1, /2)),
where tr: Q(- 2)  Q denotes the trace on the quadratic number field
Q(- 2).
Now the sum in R1 (n) is split up further. Define
R2 (n) := :
2, k1 : tr(=k2)=n
- 2 L$(1, /2), n # N.
The CauchySchwarz inequality gives
:
nx
|R2 (n)|\ :2, k1 : tr(=k2)x 1+
12
\ :2, k1 : tr(=k2)x 2L$(1, /2)
2+
12
. (2.2)
The first sum on the right hand side can be estimated by
:
2, k1 : =k2x
1= :
1k<<log x
:
=2x
1k
1<< :
1k<<log x
x1k<<x (2.3)
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using Proposition 4.1 of [10] and Proposition 2.1 of [6]. Define
d $(n) := :
u } v=n
log u log v, n # N.
Then d $(n)<<= n= for every =>0. Let 2 be a positive non-square discrimi-
nant. For Rs>1,
L$(s, /2)2= :
n1
/2 (n) d $(n)
ns
.
The following argument to estimate mean values of L$(1, /2)2 by compar-
ing it with a slightly modified series is well known. For y1, define
I$(2, y) :=L$(1, /2)2& :
n1
/2 (n) d $(n)
n
e&ny.
A trivial estimate gives for all =>0
I$(2, y)<<= log4 (2+2)+ y=. (2.4)
For a non-trivial estimate, assume that 2x2 and L(s, /2) has no zeros in
the rectangle
R(_0 , log2 x) :=[s=_+it # C | __0 , |t|log2 x],
_0 :=
25&- 113
16
# (0, 1).
Then good estimates of L(s, /2) in the critical strip are known and, as in
the proof of Proposition 4.14 of [6],
I$(2, y)<<= x(_0&1)(2&_0)+= (2.5)
for y :=x1(2&_0). There one can also find the estimates
|[(u, v, 2) | u, v # N, 21 a discriminant, u2&2v2=4, 2<ux,
L(s, /2) has a zero in R(_0 , log2 x)]|<<= x\&1+=, (2.6)
where \ :=(- 113&3)4r1.9075, and
:
21, 2<ux : u2&2v2=4
/2 (n)<<=
x
v2&=K(n)
+v=n, n, v # N, x3, (2.7)
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where K(n) is the squarefree kernel of n. The Eqs. (2.2)(2.7) give
:
nx
|R2 (n)|<<x2. (2.8)
Define
:(n) :=
1
n log n
:
2, k1 : tr(=k2)=n
h(2) log =2 log - 2, n2.
From (2.1) and (2.8) it follows that &,&(12?2) :&1=0. Define
R3 (n) := :
v, 21 : n2&4=2v2
log v
v
L(1, /2), n2.
Then Dirichlet’s class number formula gives
:(n)=
- n2&4 log - n2&4
n log n
;(n)&
- n2&4
n log n
R3 (n), n2.
From the CauchySchwarz inequality it follows that
:
nx
|R3 (n)|
\ :n, v, 21 : nx, n2&2v2=4
log2 v
v2 +
12
\ :n, v, 21 : nx, n2&2v2=4 L(1, /2)
2+
12
.
The first sum on the right hand side is O(x). With the same tools as in the
proof of Proposition 4.14 in [6] (similar to (2.4)(2.7)) it can be shown
that
:
2, k1 : tr(=k2)x
L(1, /2)2tconst. } x as x   (2.9)
(see also [8]). Thus
:
nx
|R3 (n)|<<x.
The same argument gives
:
nx
|;(n)|<<x.
Therefore &:&;&1=0 and the lemma follows. K
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3. SOME LEMMAS
The main step is to approximate ; by periodic functions. This is fairly
straightforward, however we want to get information about the limit dis-
tribution of , and ; and this forces us to consider approximating functions
of a rather special type.
For P1, define
;P(n) := :
2, v1 : n2&4=2v2, p | v O pP
1
v
‘
pP \1&
/2 ( p)
p +
&1
, n # N,
where p will always denote a prime.
Lemma 3.1. With respect to the 1-norm, limP   ;P=;.
Proof. In order to estimate &;&;P&1 , we must approximate L(1, /2)
by a slightly modified series. Let x1, y :=x13. For 2x2, define
I(2, y) :=L(1, /2)& :
l1
/2(l )
l
e&ly.
As in Section 2,
I(2, y)<<= x=, (3.1)
and if L(s, /2) has no zeros in R(_0 , log2 x), then
I(2, y)<<= x (_0&1)3+= (3.2)
(see also the proof of Proposition 4.14 in [6]). Thus for nx,
;(n)&;P(n)= :
p | v O pP
2, v1 :
2v2=n2&4,
1
v \ :l1 : p | l O pP
/2 (l )
l
(e&ly&1)
+ :
p | l for some p>P
11 :
/2 (l )
l
e&ly+I(2, y)+
+ :
p | v for some p>P
2, v1 :
2v2=n2&4,
1
v
L(1, /2). (3.3)
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Define
c1 (P, y) := :
l>- y : p | l O pP
1
l
.
For fixed P1, limy   c1 (P, y)=0. In (3.3), the first sum in parentheses
is
<< :
l- y
1
l
}
l
y
+ :
l>- y : p | l O pP
1
l
 y&12+c1 (P, y). (3.4)
From (3.1), (3.2), (2.3) and (2.6) it follows that
:
nx
:
2, v1 : 2v2=n2&4
1
v
|I(2, y)|<<= x1+(_0&1)3+=+x\&1+=. (3.5)
Equations (3.3)(3.5) and the CauchySchwarz inequality give
:
nx
|;(n)&;P(n)|
<< :
n2&2v2=4
nx, 2, v1 :
( y&12+c1 (P, y))+x1+(_0&1)3+=+x\&1+=
+\ :
n2&2v2=4
nx, 2, v1 :
1+
12
\ :
p | v O pP
nx, 2, v1 :
n2&2v2=4,
1
v2
:
pi | li for some pi>P
l1 , l21 :
/2 (l1 l2)
l1 l2
e&(l1+l2)y+
12
+\ :
n2&2v2=4
nx, 2, v1 :
1
P2+
12
\ :
n2&2v2=4
nx, 2, v1 :
L(1, /2)2+
12
.
Using (2.3), (2.7) and (2.9) this can be estimated by
x( y&12+c1 (P, y))+x1+(_0&1)3+=+x\&1+=
+x12 \ :
pi | li for some pi>P
l1 , l21 :
1
l1 l2
e&(l1+l2)y :
v1
1
v2 \
x
v2&=K(l1 l2)
+v=l1 l2++
12
+
x
P
.
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Define
c2 (P) := :
l>P2
d(l )
lK(l )
.
Then c2 (P)  0 as P  . It follows that there is an absolute constant
c3>0 such that
1
x
:
nx
|;(n)&;P(n)|<<x&c3+c1 (P, y)+c2 (P)12+
1
P
.
Therefore for P1
&;&;P&1<<c2 (P)12+
1
P
,
which proves the lemma. K
The proof of Theorem 1.1 essentially rests on the fact that the arithmeti-
cal functions ;P have limit distribution functions FP . It is also necessary to
prove that the FP converge weakly towards a distribution function F as
P  . As a preliminary step the remaining lemmas of this section
investigate the characteristic functions of FP and F.
For a prime p, define
#p (n) :=:
bp
1
pbp
(1& p&1/p&2bp (n2&4) ( p))&1, n3,
where bp is subject to the condition 0bp(ordp (n2&4))2 and, in case
p=2, 2&2b2 (n2&4) must be a discriminant (for p>2 this is automatically
satisfied). Then ;P=>pP #p .
For x, P3,
Fx, P(z) :=
1
[x]
|[nx | ;P(n)ez]|, z # R,
is a distribution function on R. Its characteristic function is given by
9x, P(t) :=|
R
e itz dFx, P(z)=
1
[x]
:
nx
;P(n) it, t # R.
For p a prime, define
( p, t) := :
b0
p&b&2 :
n mod pb+2 : ordp (n
2&4)=b
#p (n) it, t # R,
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and
9P(t) := ‘
pP
( p, t), t # R.
This function will turn out to be the characteristic function of a distribu-
tion function FP .
Lemma 3.2. Uniformly in t # R, limx   9x, P(t)=9P(t).
Proof. For B # N, B3, t # R,
[x] 9x, P(t)= :
0bpB( pB)
:
nx : ordp (n
2&4)=bp , pP
;P(n) it
+O \ :
for some pP
nx : ordp (n
2&4)>B
1+ .
The error can be estimated by
:
pP \ :nx : ordp (n&2)>B2 1+ :nx : ordp (n+2)>B2 1+
<< :
pP \
x
p[B2]+1
+1+
<<P+x :
n2
1
n[B2]+1
<<P+
x
2B2
.
The inner sum in the main term equals
:
np mod p
bp+2 : ordp (n
2
p&4)=bp ( pP)
:
nx : n#np ( p
bp+2)( pP)
‘
pP
#p (np) it.
Here the inner sum equals
‘
pP
#p (np) it \ x>pP pbp+2+O(1)+ .
Thus
[x] 9x, P(t)=x ‘
pP \ :0bpB p
&bp&2 :
ordp (n
2
p&4)=bp
np mod p
bp+2 :
#p (np) it+
+O \c(B, P)+ x2B2+ ,
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where c(B, P) is a constant depending only on B and P. For every prime
pP, the corresponding factor in the product equals
( p, t)+O \ :bp>B p
&bp&2 |[np mod pbp+2 | ordp (n2p&4)=bp]|+ .
The order of the residue class set can be estimated by
|[np mod pbp+2 | np #\2( p[bp2])]|2pbp+2&[b22].
Thus
9x, P(t)=
x
[x]
‘
pP
(( p, t)+O( p(1&B)2))+O \c(B, P)x +2&B2+ .
Now choosing first B large enough and then letting x   proves the
lemma. K
The following lemma will be used to prove the smoothness of the limit
distribution.
Lemma 3.3. There are positive constants c1 , c2 such that for |t|c1 ,
pc1 ( |t|+1),
|( p, t)|e&c2t2p2.
Proof. From the definition of ( p, t) it follows that
( p, t)= p&2 :
n mod p2 : ordp (n
2&4)=0
\1&1p \
n2&4
p ++
&it
+ p&3 :
n mod p3 : ordp (n
2&4)=1
1
+O \ :b2 p
&b&2 :
n mod pb+2 : ordp (n
2&4)=b
1+ .
Notice that the first sum equals
p \N +p \1&1p+
&it
+N &p \1+1p+
&it
+ ,
where for p>2,
N \p :=|[n mod p | /n2&4 ( p)=\1]|.
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We will evaluate N \p by relating it to Jacobi sums. First,
N +p = :
n mod p
1
2 \\
n2&4
p ++1+&1=
1
2
:
n mod p \
n2&1
p ++
p
2
&1.
Second,
:
n mod p \
n2&1
p += :a mod p \\
a
p++1+\
a&1
p +=\
&1
p + :
a+b#1( p)
a, b mod p : \
a
p+\
b
p+ .
The last sum is a Jacobi sum. From [5], Chapter 8, Section 5, Corollary 2,
it follows that its value is &(&1p). Therefore N +p =( p&3)2. Since
N +p +N
&
p = p&|[n mod p | n
2#4( p)]|= p&2,
it follows that N &p =( p&1)2. For b1,
:
ordp (n
2&4)=b
n mod pb+2 :
1=|[n mod pb+2 | pb & n&2] |+|[n mod pb+2 | pb & n+2]|
=2p( p&1).
Thus
( p, t)= p&1 \p&32 \1&
1
p+
&it
+
p&1
2 \1+
1
p+
&it
++2( p&1)p2
+O \ :b2 p
&b+ .
The lemma now follows as in [9], Lemma 5.6. K
Lemma 3.4. (a) For p prime and t # R, |( p, t)|1.
(b) For p prime and |t|C, ( p, t)=1+OC(1p2).
Proof. (a) From the definition of ( p, t) it follows that |( p, t)|
( p, 0). From Lemma 3.2 it follows that for all P,
‘
pP
( p, 0)=9P(0)= lim
x  
9x, P(0)=1,
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and therefore that ( p, 0)=1 for every prime p. An elementary calculation
of course would give this directly.
(b) follows by power series expansion as in [9], Lemma 5.6. K
Lemma 3.5. The infinite product
9(t) :=‘
p
( p, t)
converges uniformly for t in any bounded subset of R. There is a positive
constant c4 such that
9(t)<<e&c4 |t|log( |t| +2), t # R.
Proof. The first part follows immediately from part (b) of Lemma 3.4.
The second part follows from part (a) of that lemma and from Lemma 3.3.
K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Uniform convergence of the characteristic functions on bounded subsets
of R implies weak convergence of the distribution functions (see, e.g., [4],
Lemma 1.11). Thus from Lemma 3.2 it follows that there is a distribution
function FP with characteristic function 9P such that Fx, P O FP as x  .
Similarly it follows from Lemma 3.5 that there is a distribution function F
with characteristic function 9 such that FP O F as P  . From the inver-
sion formula ([4], Lemma 1.10) and Lemma 3.5 it follows that F # C (R).
Now we have to show that F is essentially the limit distribution function
of ,. From Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 it follows that
=(P) :="?
2
12
,&;P"1  0 as P  .
Define
Fx(z) :=
1
[x]
|[nx | ,(n)ez] |, x1, z # R.
Let R be the set of all z # R such that all FP are continuous at z. Then
R"R is at most a countable set. Let z # R and 0<:<ez8 such that
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z&log(1\4:e&z) # R. Following the reasoning in [9], p. 142, we see that
for xx0 (z, P, :),
1&Fx, P(z&log(1&4:e&z))&
x
[x]
(8e&z+2:&1) =(P)
1&Fx \z+log 12?2+
1&Fx, P(z&log(1+4:e&z))+
x
[x]
(8e&z+2:&1) =(P).
Letting x   gives
FP(z&log(1&4:e&z))+(8e&z+2:&1) =(P)
lim sup
x  
Fx \z+log 12?2+
lim inf
x  
Fx \z+log 12?2+
FP(z&log(1+4:e&z))&(8e&z+2:&1) =(P).
Since F is continuous everywhere, letting P   gives
F(z&log(1&4:e&z))lim sup
x  
Fx \z+log 12?2+
lim inf
x  
Fx \z+log 12?2+F(z&log(1+4:e&z)).
Letting :  0 under the restriction given above shows that for z # R,
F(z)lim sup
x  
Fx \z+log 12?2+lim infx   Fx \z+log
12
?2+F(z),
and consequently limx   Fx(z+log(12?2))=F(z). Thus Theorem 1.1 is
proved.
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is easier than that of Theorem 1.1 and depends
only on Lemma 3.1. It is enough to prove that ;P # D1 for all P. To do so
let B1 and
;P, B(n) := :
2, v1 : n2&4=2v2, pb | v O pP, bB
1
v
‘
pP \1&
/2 ( p)
p +
&1
.
Obviously, ;P, B is 2(>pP p)2B+1-periodic. Furthermore,
|;P(n)&;P, B(n)| :
bp0( pP) : bp>B for some pP
‘
pP
p&bp \1&1p+
&1
<<P 2
&B
uniformly in n>2. This shows that ;P is even uniformly limit-periodic.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
Define
;k (n) := :
2, v1 : 2v2=n2&4
1
vk
L(1, /2)k, n2.
Then Dirichlet’s class number formula gives
\1& 4n2+
k2
\ log nlog(n+- n2&4)2+
k
;k (n)
=\log nn +
k
:
2v2=n2&4
2, v1 : \
- 2 L(1, /2)
log(n+v - 2)2+
k
=\log nn +
k
:
tr(=l2)=n
2, l1 : \
- 2 L(1, /2)
log = l2 +
k
=\k (n)+\log nn +
k
:
tr(=l2)=n
21, l2 :
1
lk
h(2)k.
In the last sum, n  = l2  (- 22) l and h(2) <<= 212+= which gives
h(2)<<n(1+2=)l<<n12+=. Thus the last sum is
<<= n(12+=) k :
2, v1 : 2v2=n2&4
1<<= n(12+=) k+=.
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A similar estimate gives ;k (n)<<= n(2k+1) =. Thus
|\k (n)&;k (n)|<<n&k2+=(k+2)+n&2+=(2k+1). (6.1)
Define
;k, P(n) := :
2, v1 : 2v2=n2&4, p | v O pP
1
vk
‘
pP \1&
/2 ( p)
p +
&k
, n # N.
The proofs in Section 3 also work for ;k and ;k, P instead of ; and ;P .
Thus the same reasoning as in Sections 4 and 5 together with (6.1) proves
Theorem 1.3.
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